Velammal Institute of Technology celebrated the College Day function ‘Tarang15’ on at the twilight on the college premises. MV.Muthuramalingam, founder Chairman, Velammal Educational Trust presided over the function. Nandakumar Venkatachary, Senior Director-Cognizant Technology Solutions was the Chief Guest and T.Manigandan, Director-Kindle Device Software Group Amazon, India, was the Guest of Honour.

The function commenced with an invocation by the scintillating performance of our college students. Our Principal Dr.T.Chandrashekar welcomed the gathering. Chief Guest Nandakumar Venkatachary and Guest of Honour T.Manigandan spoke on the occasion with special focus on students to work hard and smart, and be confident to face the challenges of real life. To prove as productive citizens to serve the society in different walks of life, the students need to acquire latest knowledge through a vigorous academic process duly embedded with value-education and skill-orientation in their respective disciplines.

The cultural activities performed by the students exhibited their innate talents. The various cultural events performed on the occasion include Mime, Dances under different styles, Musical Performances and so forth. The audience comprising the VIPs, special invitees, faculty members, students and parents enjoyed every item of the programme with a great fun. Especially students were seen highly jubilant and appreciate the performances of their fellow students by their big round of applause.

‘Tarang15’ at VIT